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Kids’ Quest Pilgrim’s Progress Club. This will help you
understand what the club is all about:
• Introduction (p. 2)
• Step-by-Step Instructions (pp. 3–5)
• Using Digital Resources (p. 6)
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• Dramatic Reading and Songs (p. 7)
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ntroduction
Welcome to Kids’ Quest Pilgrims Club, a
13-lesson program for elementary children. It’s an
exciting journey into the heart of Pilgrim’s Progress,
John Bunyan’s timeless classic written in today’s
English and adapted for children.
The storybook and club are designed to help
young pilgrims not only understand and enjoy
Bunyan’s allegorical tale but benefit from the spiritual lessons and biblical truths discovered along
the way. Readers come face to face with the challenges confronting the pilgrim named Christian
and discover that they, too, deal with similar
obstacles in their own lives, and that Christ saves,
leads, and protects them.
In the Deluxe Classroom Kit, you’ll find everything you need to lead. The curriculum is appropriate for a number of settings in your educational
calendar, for example, Sundays, Wednesday night
programs, during the summer, in special programs,
VBS, homeschool, and more.
So, how do you get started? First, check out
pages 3–7 to get an overview. Then look at and
listen to the samples of the Pilgrim’s Progress storybook, the Dramatic Reading, the songs, and curriculum. Each lesson focuses on one chapter in the
book and what it teaches your children, through
reading, listening, exploring, singing, and a variety
of activities reflecting different learning styles.
The manual guides you through each meeting
step by step. On the Go, the student paper for all
ages, includes songs that relate to the story and the
lesson’s truths, games, crafts,
activities, a parent letter, and a
summary of the lesson truths
and Scripture. A supplementary
paper, On the Go Plus, challenges
older students, but may be used
for all ages.

The Pilgrim’s Progress classroom map poster
guides the children through the journey. Each
student will also have a map to take home or use
in class.
At the end of your club, consider doing a closing program to share the story and biblical truths
with your church and community. Included with
the Deluxe Classroom Kit purchase are two options
available by download: a musical drama or fair.
(Code sent by email; more info on p. 6.) You may
also visit www.childrenspilgrimsprogress.org for
more resources and ideas!
Consider your space and setup as you plan.
Include a seating area for reading and listening,
tables for crafts and writing, and plenty of space to
move around during singing, games, and activities.
Your young pilgrims will learn about God and
his Word as they read and hear Christian’s story
lesson by lesson. And, you, too, will be encouraged
and grow in your faith.
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lesson from www.childrenspilgrimsprogress.org.
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reparing for the Journey
Teacher Kit includes:

BONUS!
Pilgrim’s
Progress
Dramatic
Reading CDs

Songs for the
Journey CD
Teacher’s Manual

Pilgrim’s Progress Large Classroom Map

Digital Downloads: Closing Programs, Song Lyric Sheets, and Door Hanger
Download code sent by email. Details on p. 6. Contact 800-695-3387 for help.

Student Pack includes:

Pilgrim’s Progress
Hardback Storybook

The Delu
xe
Classro
om Kit
has ever
ything
you need
to lead!

Student Map
Pilgrim’s Progress
Softback Storybook

ESSON
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On the Go Student Paper, tri-fold, Grades 2–6

Grades 4–6

Step One:

The Adventure Begins

Plus Paper, front/back

Prepare your heart and pray.

PREPARING YOUR HEART
Welcome to the story of Christian and his
pilgrim journey from the City of Destruction to
the Celestial City! Christian’s story is our story—
God calling his people to himself and their walk
of faith through life. It describes the struggles and
triumphs, the temptations and victories.
In the opening chapter, a man is dressed in the
rags of unrighteousness, burdened by the weight of
his sin.
For my iniquities have gone over my head;
like a heavy burden, they are too heavy for me.
Psalm 38:4
He is in deep distress and in need of a Savior. He
has learned from the book he is reading—God’s
Word—that the City of Destruction, the sinful
world we all inhabit, is doomed. He is convicted
of his sin, and is afraid of being destroyed and
dragged down to hell.
The Lord sends a messenger of the gospel,
Evangelist, to explain more fully what the man is
reading in the Bible. Evangelist unrolls a scroll—
again a picture of God’s Word—and reads the message that will direct the man to the only way of
escape. He tells the troubled man, “Run away
from the destruction to come,” (Matthew 3:7)
and points to a gate in the far distance.
However, the man cannot yet see
the narrow gate (Matthew 7:13). Not
discouraged by this, Evangelist then points
out a light that will lead to the gate. He
recognizes that God is at work in the
man’s heart and mind and tells him
to keep reading the Word, for
Christ and the way to him are
revealed there. God’s Word is the
light that leads people to the gate,
Christ himself.
The Holy Spirit opens
the man’s eyes to the light.
The man—now identified as

Christian—runs freely and joyfully toward the gate
crying out, “Life! Life! Life that lasts forever!”
(John 3:16).
As Christian escapes, he encounters Obstinate
and Pliable, sinners who represent those who
refuse to turn away from their sin. When
Obstinate realizes that he cannot persuade
Christian to turn away from God’s Word and the
journey to the gate, he returns to what he loves
most, his sin and the things of this world. And for
the moment, Pliable, who changes his mind often
and easily, goes along with Christian.
Even young children can identify with John
Bunyan’s tale of Christian and his challenging
journey toward the Celestial City. (The children
will learn the name of Christian’s destination in
a later chapter.) Thank God for this opportunity
to teach them about the light of God’s Word, the
good news of Jesus Christ, and the forgiveness of
sin he promises.

MAIN TRUTHS
• God’s Word, the Bible, convicts
people of their sin.
• God’s Word is the light that
shows sinners to the narrow
gate, Jesus Christ, the Savior.
• When we confess our sin and
trust in Jesus, he forgives us and
gives us life that lasts forever.

SCRIPTURE
• Matthew 7:13–14
• John 3:16
• Romans 3:23
• 1 John 1:9

Lesson 1 • The Adventure Begins
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• Preparing Your Heart focuses on the spiritual truths of the lesson
to help you grow. Read it carefully and examine your life as you
consider the truths from Christian’s story. Look up and study the
Scripture passages.
•T
 hank God for his Word, pray for your understanding, and ask him
to help you in your walk with him. Pray by name for each of the
young pilgrims you teach, asking the Lord to work in their hearts.
•A
 lways include this section in your preparation. You will find that
as you focus on your own spiritual nourishment and education,
you will be enriched and blessed, and so will the children you lead.

3

Preparing for the Journey
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ETTING

Step Two:	Read Getting Ready to Lead

READY TO LEAD

and Lesson Overview Chart.

LESSON 1 OVERVIEW

• Read the Introduction and
Chapter 1 of Pilgrim’s Progress
storybook. Listen to the dramatic reading of Chapter 1.
Familiarize yourself with the
Chapter 1 names and places,
and what they mean, found
in the storybook’s Glossary
(p. 100).

1 STARTING OFF

10–20 minutes

Activities

Materials
Backpack, book, brown blanket,
several large pillows, 2 chairs,
vest, play helmet, play sword,
balloons, streamers

• Do an obstacle course to
introduce club members to
Christian and his journey.

• Read the Journeying On segment in this manual and look
up the Bible passages listed.

2 JOURNEYING ON

• Listen to and learn “Those
Burden Blues” so you can
teach the children the song.
• Read the remaining sections
and complete the On the Go 1
and Plus 1 papers. Mark the
activities you plan to include.
• Gather all the materials you’ll
need listed in the Lesson 1
Overview chart.

15–30 minutes

Activities

Materials

• Read the storybook Introduction.
• Talk about John Bunyan.
• Read and discuss Chapter 1.
• Use Pilgrim’s Progress map and
Glossary to review.
• Discuss Christian’s book.
• Read Matt. 7:13–14; John 3:16.

1 Pilgrim’s Progress Dramatic

3 TAKING ACTION

Materials

• Sing “Those Burden Blues.”
• Complete On the Go 1 (and
Plus 1 for older students).
• Play Burden Basket.
• Read Romans 3:23 and
1 John 1:9 and discuss.

Welcome

4 STEPPING OUT

1 Songs for the Journey CD,

player
On the Go 1, Plus 1
Pencils
Paper, trash can or basket
Bible

5–15 minutes

Activities

Listen and Sing

Materials

• Make a prayer scroll and write
down prayer requests. Pray for
each request.

The CD symbol shows
where you can use
the Pilgrim’s Progress
Dramatic Reading and the
Songs for the Journey recordings in
your lesson. The dramatic reading
of the Pilgrim’s Progress storybook
enhances the storytime, and the
club songs review the story and
teach important Bible truths.

Reading CD (Disc 1)
CD player or music-playing
device

15–25 minutes

Activities

During the first club meeting, focus
on learning names and encouraging
children to interact with one
another. As children and parents
arrive, orient them to your sign-in,
attendance, and club procedures.

• Getting Ready to Lead has hands-on tips to pinpoint what you
must do ahead of time to be ready for the lesson. Read this section
carefully and follow all preparation procedures. Being ready to go,
with everything in place, will help the meeting flow smoothly.

Pilgrim’s Progress storybooks
Pilgrim’s Progress map
Bibles

Craft paper, 2 wooden dowels,
tape or glue, marker, length of
yarn or ribbon

Ways to Use the Student Map
W
• Students may lay them on the table and look at them while

• The Lesson Overview Chart gives you a quick glance of the lesson
activities and supplies. A suggested time allotment is given for
each step, which allows flexibility for your group. (Supplies for all
lessons on p. 11.)

reading the book and/or listening to the Dramatic Reading. Use
them as bookmarks in between readings.
• Give them to students after Lesson 1 or 13 to hang up at home.
• Do a puzzle craft. Paste the map on the same size poster board,
then cut it into puzzle shapes. Put the puzzle pieces in zipped
plastic bags and keep them in the classroom for review or send
them home for students to enjoy.
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• Each meeting is designed to take from 45 to 90 minutes.

Step Three:	Read, then listen to Dramatic Reading
of the storybook chapter.

• Read the chapter of the Pilgrim’s Progress storybook for the lesson.
Familiarize yourself with special names and places and what
they mean found in the Glossary at the back of the storybook
(pp. 100–109).
• Listen to the Dramatic Reading of the chapter.

OFF

10–20
minutes

ON

15–30
minutes

Hand out Pilgrim’s Progress storybooks, one for each club member.
Have them write their names in the books. When everyone has finished and is seated comfortably, say Pilgrim’s Progress tells us all about
the man I just mentioned. But first, let’s see what we can learn
about the man who wrote the story—the author.
Read the Introduction (on pp. 7–9) aloud as the children follow
along. Then ask What did you find out about John Bunyan? Let children give answers and discuss.
Ask What is Pilgrim’s Progress about? (It’s about a man and
his friends and their adventure to a wonderful place.) What else is it
about? (about Jesus and every Christian’s life of faith)

Time Saver
To simplify and shorten
the obstacle course,
eliminate steps 3 and
4, and only include a
sword in step 6.

Dramatic Reading
Older children will
P
HA TE
enjoy listening to the
dramatic reading of
Chapter 1 as they silently read
along in their books.

1

R

OURNEYING

Using the Plus Options
and Supplement
For older elementary students
(grades 4–6), we have provided
some activity options, as well as
an On the Go Plus supplemental
paper. Older activity options
are noted in the lesson plan.
The Plus students should always
complete both On the Go papers.
And younger students may enjoy
working on both papers as well.

C

TARTING

Before children arrive, make an obstacle course. Make a path
with a backpack, book, brown blanket, pile of several large pillows,
two chairs, vest, play helmet, play sword, balloons, and streamers.
Explain what pilgrims must do to complete the course:
1. Put on a backpack and take it off.
2. Pick up a book and put it down.
3. Go through a swamp (crawl over the brown blanket).
4. Climb a mountain (climb over the pile of large pillows).
5. Go through a narrow gate (slip between two chairs placed
close together).
6. Put on armor and pick up the sword (vest, play helmet, and
play sword), then put them back down.
7. Enter a beautiful city (weave through an area decorated with
balloons and streamers).
Let pilgrims take turns to complete the obstacle course.
Afterward, talk about what was easy and what was more of a challenge. Then have everyone high–five each other!
Plus Option: Ahead of time, lay out 10 items on a table, placing
them close together and cover the display. To play, remove cover, give
the group 30 seconds to look at the items, then cover. Let students
name as many items as they can.
To connect to the lesson, say You’re a pilgrim who’s about to go
on a journey. You’ll discover that the journey will be something
like the obstacle course (or memory game) you just completed.
We’ll join a man who started off carrying a heavy burden on his
back. He had a book in his hand and went on many adventures.
Let’s get to know him!

Younger children might have
difficulty keeping up in their
books but will enjoy listening
to the story.
You may instead read and
dramatize the chapter yourself.
Or have good readers read the
chapter while the group listens
and follows. Choose the format
that works best for your group.

AC
TR K

1

Teaching Tip

Glossary
Show children where to find the
Glossary in the back of their
storybooks (pp. 100–109) and
how to use it. Explain that a
glossary is like a dictionary. It
lists the special words used in
the story and explains what they
mean. Let children look up words
and read definitions as you
discuss the chapter.
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10–20 minutes

• This opening section focuses on active learning. A game, challenge,
or other activity captures the children’s interest and introduces the
chapter. This step is intended to be fun, dynamic, and flow into
Journeying On.

Chapter 1
Dramatic Reading
Disc One, Track 1

Lesson 1 • The Adventure Begins

Let the story itself take
hold in the hearts and
minds of the children.
Do not attempt
to analyze every
symbol and hidden
meaning. Use the
Glossary (pp. 100–109 in the
storybook) after reading the
chapter to explain those key
names and places that help make
clear the main spiritual truths
found in the chapter.

Step Four: Read Starting Off.

Read or listen to the dramatic reading of Chapter 1. Afterward, let
volunteers tell the group what part of the story they liked best. Talk
about the illustration on page 10, asking the following questions.
What is the man wearing? (rags) What does he have on his
back? (a heavy burden, backpack, or weight) What is he carrying in
his hand? (a book) Then display the Pilgrim’s Progress map. Ask a
child to find the City of Destruction.
Why was the man so upset? (He knew that the City of Destruction
would one day be destroyed. He wanted to know what he should do to
be saved.) Where did he find out that the city would be destroyed?
(from reading the book he carried) What do you think this book was?
(the Bible) Who came along to help the troubled man? (Evangelist)
Explain that The man lived in the City of Destruction, which is
a picture of the world of sin we all live in. He was dressed in rags,
a picture of his sinfulness. Wearing rags or torn clothes doesn’t
mean you are sinful; it’s just a picture of sin in this story. As he
read the book, he felt guilty about his sin, which was like the very
heavy weight on his back. He was afraid his sins would drag him to
hell when the city was destroyed.
God sent Evangelist, a loving Christian, to help the troubled
man. Point out that An “evangelist” is someone who tells others
the good news about Jesus. He tells them God’s Word and explains
what it means.
Evangelist gave the man a scroll, meaning God’s Word, the
Bible, and told him to run away from the coming destruction.
Evangelist asked the man if he could see something small very far
away. What was it? (a gate) Could the man see the gate? (no)
Have everyone turn to Matthew 7:13–14 in their Bibles. Ask
someone to read the passage aloud. Say The gate is a picture of
Christ and the salvation he offers. Jesus Christ is the only way to
be saved from the heavy burden of our sin.
Point out that Even though the man couldn’t see the gate, he
saw something that Evangelist told him would lead him to the gate.
What did he see? (a shining light) This is a picture of the Bible,
which tells the truth about Christ.
Ask What did the man do? (He ran toward the light, crying out
with joy, “Life! Life! Life that lasts forever!” He did not look back.) Then
we learned the man’s name. What is it? (Christian)
Turn to John 3:16. Read the verse aloud. Explain that God’s Spirit
was at work in Christian’s heart, directing him by the light of his
Word to the small gate, who is his Son, the Savior. Jesus forgives
all the sin of people who put their trust in him. He gives them life
that lasts forever.
There were many people in the City of Destruction who did
not want Christian to read and do what the scroll said by turning
away from sin. They made fun of Christian. They said he was going
crazy. Even his own family mocked him and refused to go with
him. Two others, named Obstinate and Pliable, tried to bring him
back. Ask What did Christian do? (He said no, and invited them to go
with him.)

15

Step Five:

Read Journeying On.

15–30 minutes

• This step is the heart of the lesson. It is a time of reading, listening,
thinking, and discussing. During the lesson, the children will read
a chapter or follow along in their books while listening to the
Dramatic Reading. Then you lead a time of interactive learning.
As you teach and facilitate discussion, ask questions to review the
story, check for understanding, and apply the teaching. Questions
encourage participation, which increases learning.
• Make this a time when your young pilgrims are actively engaged in
exploration, discovery, and growth!

Permission granted to download and print sample lesson from www.childrenspilgrimsprogress.org.
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Preparing for the Journey
People’s names in this story tell us something about their actions
or attitudes. What do you think the word “Obstinate” means?
(stubborn; unwilling to change) Obstinate thought he knew more
than anyone else, so he didn’t believe Christian and refused to
leave the City of Destruction and go with Christian.
Ask What does “Pliable” mean? (easily bent or influenced) Pliable
was someone who changed his mind very easily. At first he went
along with Obstinate, then he quickly changed his mind and
joined Christian.
We’ll find out next week what happened as Pliable and Christian
walked along toward the light and narrow gate. Did Pliable change
his mind again? We’ll discover what adventures they had along the
way. Collect the books and store them for next week.
Ask How is God’s Word a light to you? Let children give answers.
Emphasize once again that God’s Word is the light that shows us we
are sinners and need Jesus as our Savior, and tells us what is right
and wrong.
Where and when can you learn from the Bible? (in church,
Sunday school, Kids’ Quest, in family devotions, and so on) The Bible
comes from God. He has given us the Bible, his Word, to teach us
about the Savior, what he has lovingly provided for us, and how he
wants us to live.
Summarize the main truths by saying Today we learned that the
Bible teaches us that sin is a huge and heavy burden and we need
to turn away from our sin and turn to Jesus. When we trust in
Jesus, he forgives our sins, gives us joy in our hearts, and gives us
life that lasts forever. Name one thing you learned today from the
story. Give them time to respond.

Step Six:	Read and complete

Who Is a Pilgrim?
A pilgrim is someone who goes
on a journey; Christian was a
pilgrim. He was on a journey to
a wonderful place. All Christians
are pilgrims on a journey. As
you teach and lead, refer to the
children as pilgrims from time
to time!

AC
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“Those Burden Blues”
Songs for the Journey

On the Go 1

AKING

ACTION

15–25
minutes
On the Go 1

The On the Go tri-fold student paper (grades 2–6) and
the Plus supplement paper for older students (grades 4–6)
contain review and application activities. This step of the
lesson includes one or more active games to reinforce
truths as well.
Hand out On the Go 1 student papers. Direct the children to “Those Burden Blues.” Play the song (Songs for the
Journey, track 1). Have children listen to the music, read
the words, and sing along. They could also move their bodies in time
to the music or act out the words. Then complete together the inside
activities to review the lesson: Looking Back and Where in the World?
Plus 1 Paper: Hand out Plus 1 to older students and do People
Puzzle. Talk about what they learned about the characters. Then move
on to Life that Lasts Forever! Complete the missing word in John 3:16
with the circled letters.

Answers to Looking Back
1. City of Destruction; 2. c) Evangelist;
3. Life! Life! Life; 4. He did not look
back; 5. God’s people, sinfulness, Bible,
gospel, sin, world, salvation, truth

Plus 1
Grades 4–6

Answers to
People Puzzle
Christian, wife,
children, Evangelist,
Obstinate, Pliable

Life that Lasts
Forever!
believes

Lesson 1 • The Adventure Begins
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A Versatile Curriculum
In addition to being part
of your church’s children’s
ministry programs, Kids’ Quest
Pilgrims Club can also be used
in Christian school and homeschool settings.

Taking Action.

15–25 minutes

• This active segment reinforces lesson truths and checks student
understanding so that they can apply it to their lives. Through
songs, games, crafts, and other options, club members work on a
variety of challenging, helpful, and fun activities in the On the Go
student papers (all students) and On the Go Plus (older students).
Make sure to complete the papers yourself.
• The On the Go Plus paper is designed as an additional challenge
for older students (grades 4 and up). You may have to limit which
activities you complete in the On the Go paper to leave enough
time for the Plus activities. Older students will receive both papers
and can complete other activities at home during the week. (You
may give the Plus paper to younger students who would like more
of a challenge.)
• Listen to the song for each lesson from Songs for the Journey. Play
the CD while students are working on their papers.
• Song lyrics for every song are printed on the On the Go papers and
can be download with the closing program options.

Step Seven: Read Stepping Out.
If Time Is
Limited
Be sure to leave
enough time to do
the active games
such as Burden
Basket in this lesson, which
reinforce the applications. You
may have to choose which
review activities you do in the
On the Go papers.

Have everyone then play Burden Basket to further apply lesson
truths. Tell children to write down one sin or wrongdoing per slip of
paper that kids their age do. These sins often make them feel guilty—
like they are carrying a heavy burden. They can write just one word
or a few words. Examples might include: not obeying parents, stealing, telling a lie, being mean to a sister or brother, hitting someone,
fighting, and so on. Tell children to crumple each piece of paper into
a ball. Gather in a large circle and put a trash can or basket in the
middle. On your signal, have students take turns tossing the sins into
the basket. When everyone is done, sit down.
Read aloud Romans 3:23 from your Bible. Then explain that
Everyone is a sinner. But Jesus loved his people so much that he
died on the cross to pay for sin. Then read 1 John 1:9 aloud. Say
When we confess our sin [admit to God we have done wrong] and
ask him to forgive us, he promises that he will forgive our sin,
and more than that, he will make us clean inside. Discuss how it’s
essential to put our trust in Jesus and confess our sins to him, connecting to the activity they just did with the paper and basket. Jesus
takes our burden of sin away and gives us a clean heart. We don’t
have to feel guilty anymore. And we can ask Jesus to help us not to
sin when we are tempted.

TEPPING
On the Go 1

Plus 1

Grades 2–6

OUT

5–15
minutes

Grades 4–6
back

On the Go 1 and Plus 1
Make sure pilgrims have On
the Go 1 and Plus 1 as they
leave. Remind them to go over
the papers with their parents,
showing them the parent letter.
Children can review their papers
during the week and complete
unfinished activities.

Ahead of time, make a long scroll. Cut a table-length piece of
butcher or craft paper. Use tape or glue to secure each end of the
paper to a dowel that will fit the width of your paper or extend just
beyond it.
Gather pilgrims together for sharing prayer requests. Use a marker
or pen to write each need or concern on the scroll as it is mentioned.
Remind children that God hears our prayers, leads us, and takes care
of our needs. You will add to this scroll each week.
Pray for each request and close the meeting with this prayer:
Dear Father in heaven, thank you for sending your Son, Jesus,
to be our Savior. Thank you that through him we have forgiveness
of sin, joy in our hearts, and life that lasts forever.
Thank you for your Word, the Bible, which tells us about our
sin, the Savior, and how to follow him. Help us to understand
your Word and do what it says. Help us to grow in trusting you. In
Jesus’ name we pray, Amen.
Roll up the scroll from both ends all the way to the middle. Tie
the scroll with a length of yarn or ribbon and set it aside in a safe
place. You will make the scroll part of your club meeting each week,
as you record prayer requests and pray for each one.

5–15 minutes

• To conclude club time, summarize the main truths and always
spend time praying together. You will use a scroll to write down
prayer requests and answers.
• At the end of this step, make sure students leave with all their
take-home materials. Show them the parent letter on the back of
On the Go.
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Prayer Requests Scroll
You will use the scroll
described in Stepping Out,
Lesson 1 to record prayer
requests. After praying for
each need, roll up the scroll
and put it in a safe place.
Plan to make use of the scroll
during the closing prayer
segment each week.

5

Preparing for the Journey

Using the Glossary
Each week, refer to the Glossary in the
Pilgrim’s Progress storybook, pp. 100–109. It
lists the special words used in each chapter
and explains what they mean. Let the
children look up the words after completing
the chapter and read the definitions aloud.
Then include further discussion, if necessary.
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Using Digital Resources
Closing Program and Extras Download
• When you purchase the Deluxe Classroom Kit, you will get
an email with a code. Go to www.gcp.org/downloadcenter
to enter your code and download your free items. Have questions
or didn’t receive your code? Call 800-695-3387 or go to
www.childrenspilgrimsprogress.org to contact us.
• The downloads include Microsoft Word documents and PDFs.
Note: GCP is unable to provide technical support.
• The digital download also includes a Song Lyric sheet for all the
songs, as well as the Door Hanger template for Lesson 8.

Website
• Visit www.childrenspilgrimsprogress.org to find additional articles
and more resources, such as How to Read an Allegory. We’d also
love to hear how you’re using this curriculum, and we encourage
you to share pictures, videos, and more with others in ministry on
the website.

Closing Program Options
• You may want to schedule a closing program. When you purchase
the Deluxe Classroom Kit, you will get a code by email to download
two closing programs and other valuable resources. Two creative
and fun options are provided:
1. M
 usical Drama
> How-to Guide, Script, Invitation
2. Fair with Mini-concert
> How-to Guide, Activity Paper, Invitation
• Become familiar with both options. Showing family, friends, and
the church community what took place in club is important.
The closing program will give your young pilgrims a meaningful
opportunity to share what they have learned.
• Halfway through Kids’ Quest Pilgrims Club, you will notice
reminders concerning the closing program in the manual. This is
the time to start planning ahead. Give plenty of time to select a
closing program, set a date, send out invitations, have rehearsals
and planning meetings, and make final preparations.
• The instructions will guide you step by step in putting together
either program. Print and refer to the sidebar notes and include
the available handouts in your preparation. Planning ahead and
having everything in place will ensure a successful and enjoyable
final presentation.
Permission granted to download and print sample lesson from www.childrenspilgrimsprogress.org.
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Preparing for the Journey

continued

Dramatic Reading and Songs
• The Pilgrim’s Progress Dramatic Reading and Songs for the Journey
recordings are important parts of this curriculum. The dramatic
reading includes different characters’ voices, musical interludes,
and sound effects. It will capture the attention of club members as
they listen while following along in their own books. Do not leave
out this compelling part of your meeting.

Studies for Parents
and Adults
If the parents and adults in
your church would like to
study Pilgrim’s Progress along
with the children, there
are two excellent resources
available:
• The theological editor and
consultant for this project,
John Musselman, has studied Pilgrim’s Progress for
many decades and has written a modern translation
with accompanying group
study questions and lecture
notes. Books are available
from The Jackson Institute
to order and PDFs for free
downloads, www.tji.org.
• Derek W. H. Thomas and
Ligonier Ministries has
produced an online course
through their adult studies
ministry titled Ligonier
Connect. It includes
lectures by Thomas and is
based on an old English
translation of the book.
DVDs, CDs, and other
materials are available at
www.ligonier.org.
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•A
 lso included in the Deluxe Classroom Kit is the Songs for the
Journey recording designed to help children grasp Christian’s
pilgrim story and the truths found therein. As each song is introduced, you will find the words in the On the Go paper for that
lesson. The songs are used in the musical drama closing program
(code sent by email with purchase of kit; more info on p. 6).
•L
 yrics for all songs are included in the closing program download.

Special Features
Explanations, Instructions, and Questions
• Bold type indicates the words you speak to the children during
the lesson.
• Blue italic type in parentheses gives the answers to questions.

Optional and Adaptable Activities
• Optional activities are provided for longer meetings and
for enrichment.
• Ways to adapt activities are suggested to meet the needs of
different ages and the size of your club.

Sidebar Items
• Pictures, symbols, and graphics make this book user-friendly
and easy to follow.
• Additional theological notes deepen your understanding and
help you grow.
• Teaching tips and suggestions strengthen your teaching
and leading.

Shorter or Longer?
If you have a shorter time, focus primarily on
the activities in Journeying On. With more time,
include all four lesson steps and as many of the
options provided as you are able.
Permission granted to download and print sample lesson from www.childrenspilgrimsprogress.org.

